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I would like to thank the following for their help and guidance:

This book is dedicated to George Young

York Roberts, Plant Manager at Leavers Lace.

Mark Klauber, Owner Klauber Brothers Inc.,

John Deputy, John’s guidance through the

and all the people who passionately work to

Without York’s gracious hospitality, his

parent company of Leavers Lace. Without

minutia and subtleties of design have shaped the

understanding of weaving history and his

Mark Klauber’s genuine regard for this history,

look and feel of this book as much as my images.

equanimity with my questions and disruptions,

and financial help, this book would not have

John’s influence within these pages is profound.

this book would never have happened.

come to fruition. Mark has been a partner, an

keep our rich industrial past alive. It is from
their tenacity, ingenuity, commitment and
devotion that this country was built. We owe

inspiration, a source of knowledge and a friend.

them a debt of gratitude and appreciation.
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Each machine uses approximately 12,000 individual threads, from three
different sources, creating these beautifully intricate lace designs.

l e a v e r s
In 1790 Samuel Slater signed a contract, here

It was then, southerners began opening mills, and

looms, all made in England, have not been manufac-

when a single thread breaks. This is astounding

Leavers Lace and its predecessors have become such an

Leavers Lace has rightfully earned their place in history.

in Rhode Island, to replicate British cotton

because of lower fuel and labor costs, jobs started

tured since the early 1960’s. The machines at Leavers

considering there are multiple looms creating their

important part in the development of American history

This noble history begs to be recorded, and this

spinning machine designs. Slater had memorized,

moving to the south. This change proved to be

Lace are virtually all at least 100 years old. All the

own roaring cacophony around each weaver.

and culture, that I feel homage should be paid.

book is my attempt to visually do just that. Lace is

although some say stole these designs from his

devastating to New England. However, to this

replacement parts have to be fabricated by hand, as

home in Britain and therefore was known in the

day, there are still holdouts in the northern textile

spare parts no longer exist. The upkeep is a testament

Lace, like no other place I have ever been. I’m not

and told me, “I have worked on this machine for over

with. The mechanical production as well as the

UK as “Slater the traitor”. It was then, in Pawtucket

industry that have managed to endure. Most of

to Yankee ingenuity. The level of understanding and

talking about working museums that show what

25 years. My father worked on this machine for over 40

dexterity and aesthetic skills required to operate

Rhode Island, that the “American Industrial

these textile manufacturers have invested in new

attention required to keep these machines working is

it was like to be a part of something revered and

years, and his father before him, also worked on this

these machines takes years to master. This story is

Revolution” was born. Thus the direction of the

technology. However one mill chose not to change.

extraordinary. Each loom uses approximately 12,000

historic. This is the kind of history that is real,

machine, for over 40 years.” That calculates to over 100

dedicated to the determined, unique, proud, and

country was forever changed from an agrarian

This is the story of the last lace manufacturer in

individual threads, from three different sources, to

viable, and alive, and continues to be income

years that one family has a continued legacy on the same

extremely hardworking people who have kept this
tradition alive for generations.

There is a sense of working history at Leavers

Bob Grundy, a Weaver, pointed to a machine

society to a technology driven one that became the

America. A factory that still produces fine laces using

create these beautifully intricate lace designs. There

producing in the present day. Leavers Lace and

machine. Once, there were scores of lace mills scattered

wave of the future; an American way of life.

traditional techniques. This company is “Leavers

is an intuitive understanding of the lace weaving

it’s predecessors have become such an important

across America, with hundreds of looms. These last

Lace Corporation.” One of the details that makes this

process that borders on mystic. One Weaver, or “twist

part in the development of American history and

looms and craftsmen are hold outs from our past, and

story so compelling and significant, is that these lace

hand,” as they are often called, told me he can hear

culture, that I feel homage should be paid.

are honored in the last lace mill portrayed in this book.

New England had a lock on the manufacturing
of textiles until the close of the 19th century.
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Lace Mending Workshop
Covered in plastic, this Singer sewing machine is
silently waiting as it has done many times in its
very useful 70-years. In many ways, this room
is the perfect entryway to the Leavers Lace
manufacturing facility. It is a museum and a
working production area. As you walk in,
there are two unassuming framed pieces of lace.
The first is in honor of Nottingham England
where many lace machines were manufactured
and the second is in honor of Queens Elizabeth’s
Silver Jubilee in 1977. The provenance of these
lace pieces is hugely important to New England
and the textile industry.

Mending Lace Workshop
These specialized Singer sewing machines
are rare and highly sought after. The long neck
allows free movement of fabric for a more
productive work flow. The speed at which
these repairs are made is astonishing.
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Back of Wallis & Langdon Circa 1900
The back of this Wallis & Langdon is an
example of the dichotomy between this dark
foreboding machine and the very beautiful and
delicate lace it produces. While watching this
you are also feeling it’s vibrations.

Wallis & Langdon Circa 1900
The inherent beauty of these machines is what
drew me into this as a project. Well over 100
years of wear and use has applied a beautiful
patina to everything in the shop. These tension
springs attach to a hanging thread as a means
of tracking it and second, as part of the machine
itself. They adjust tension and therefore the
tightness or looseness of a particular pattern.
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Liners Notes
Liners Notes are a note guide for weavers, to set
up the pattern bar repositioning for new lace
patterns. This is where the most money can be
lost depending on the complexity of the pattern
and the time necessary to set up the run. Over
the two years I visited I saw an array of complicated, and intricate patterns, some were being
tested and others were actual production runs.

Cooling Brass Bobbins
These bobbin presses each hold over 100 bobbins.
Brass bobbins consist of two thin rolled discs,
riveted together, with a narrow space between
them. Each bobbin has a square hole in its center
to hold them in place on a square spindle in order
to fill them with yarn. These presses have just
come out of the oven and are being dried by a
simple house fan. This process flattens them after
being wound with 120 to 150 yards of material.
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Jardine Circa 1910
We can see the use of tension springs on the rear
of this Jardine machine, widely considered to be
the Rolls Royce of Leavers lace machines. These
machines still produce a more hand made and
organic look than modern machinery.

Droppers & Wrapped Bobbins
Droppers are used as spacers and to determine
the thread bar movement. Varying numbers
of them drop into the holes in the Jacquard
cards to determine the pattern formation.
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Spools of Cotton
These are typical left over spools of Egyptian
cotton waiting to be reused at a later date.
There is little that is wasted at the Leavers Lace
manufacturing facility, a determined eye on the
bottom line is one of the prevailing focuses that
keeps them alive against foreign, less expensive
and lower quality lace.

George Young
George Young passed away in July 2016.
He was one of a kind. George was born in Long
Eaton England and was called, in the trade, a
Master Fitter Lace Mechanic. George made all
the spare parts from scratch. The first time I
met George he was in his shop working on a
scale model steam train engine. The train was
accurate in every way, right down to a miniature-working boiler that required little ignitable
pellets to make the fire, create steam and move
the wheels, he was amazing.
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Wallis & Langdon
In 1987 all the lace machines, at the Leavers
Lace facility, were reconditioned. The top of
this Wallis & Longdon machine shows the
wear and patina from thirty plus years of use.
Viewing these gritty, ponderous and foreboding
machines and hearing their cacophonous,
dissonant sound is a contradiction to the
beautifully detailed lace. Incredibly, these
machines are versatile enough to also weave
heavy cotton crochet look patterns.

Beaming Mills
This is an antiquated motor on the Beaming
machine that fills yards of yarn onto beams or
long polls that feed into the lace machines. Each
Lace machine accepts the raw material from
three sources, brass bobbins, beams, and warps.
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Jesus Calzada
As one wanders through the factory you will notice
a few of the workers sitting between two machines
appearing to be doing nothing. It makes one wonder,
especially as profit margins are so slim. I later
realized they are listening. When approaching a
machine the noise and vibration is immediately
apparent, however these craftsmen are hearing
micro-sounds. Their ability to distinguish all the
sounds, their tempo, rhythms and distinct signatures
allow them to handle minute changes and react
before they become problems.

Wallis &Langdon Circa 1890
This hanging thread beautifully illustrates the
incredibly fine detail of the lace against the monstrous black cast iron machines. These contradictions are ever present, throughout the facility.
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1978 Joe and Moe
York Roberts, the shop foreman, remembers
this as two brothers who were claiming their
territory. Not an uncommon trait when you
work so hard to keep a Lace machine in balance.
Each machine has it’s own peculiarities so once
these are tamed and the machine is balanced
and working to your particular needs, each
weaver will try to stay with that machine.

Brass Bobbin Winder
This brass bobbin winder has a kind of 1950’s
space age look but still an antique feel about it.
The black and the copper, the lightness of the
yarn and the hardness of the machinery creates
beautiful contrasts. The indentation on the left
is a result of use over so many years. It is both
old and bright at the same time.
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York Roberts At Jardine, Circa 1890
York is primarily the reason this project exists. When I
first saw a Leavers Lace video and subsequently tracked
it down to 144 Mishnock Rd. in West Greenwich, it was
York who I first met since he’s the one who runs it all.
York has been truly gracious in his time and his help in
allowing me access to the factory. York is a fourth generation weaver with his great grandfather starting here in
Rhode Island before he was lured to Long Island around
the turn of the century. York views his arrival at Leavers
Lace in 1984 as a return to his roots.

York’s Machine
York Roberts supplied the titles for all the images
in this book, except this one. I didn’t want my
stamp on the titles and I wanted them to be
accurate. The reason I chose this as the title was
because he stated it was his favorite machine and
his favorite image, in his eyes it captured exactly
what he sees and feels. He refers to the machine
as a plodder because it just keeps plodding along.
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Eugene Waldroop At Jacquard
This was taken when Eugene was approximately
seventy five years old. A not uncommon situation
as there are few younger people coming into the
industry. When I started this project in 2013 there
were ten to twelve employees, the amount will vary
depending on the time of year and how popular lace
is. Fine lace is now in vogue but how long it will
stay that way no one knows. The competition is very
stiff with patterns being copied in low wage offshore
mills and with computer driven machines that are
faster. Nevertheless, designers of finer brands, still
recognize the subtleties of genuine Leavers laces.

Jardine Circa 1890
This project started as a black and white creation
but it was soon apparent that these colored rags
were a metaphor for hope. The colored rags seemed
to be showing up in most situations and were a
remedy for the fear that this industry was fading
away. The red book covers the springs from oil so
they won’t slow the spring pull bars down.
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Miguel Garcia With Lace
Miguel was kind enough to take a moment to
show me what patterns he was weaving. His
machines are still running and he’s probably
listening to both of them as he’s looking at me.
There is an evident pride amongst the entire
crew at Leavers Lace, both in terms of the machines they tend and the laces they produce.

Leavers Lace Drafts
Mechanical drawings of lace patterns.
These incredibly complicated drawings tell
the card puncher where to place the holes
for the pattern cards and thus, how the
machines produce the laces.
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Thread Sley
Each of these lace machines has upwards of
twelve thousand threads going through the
thread sley, this keeps them untangled and
easier to manage. When viewing this it’s hard
not to think that over one hundred years of
thread has passed through this sley.

Quality Tackle At Work
The majority of the images thus far are of
machines that are still. This image shows the
movement that goes on during lace production.
There is a tempo and a rhythm that talks to you
while you work here, it’s a discussion with the
weavers to inform how the machine is doing at
any given time. I often found simple rhythmic
sentences slowly creeping into my head such
as “it’s all right, it’s all right”. This became
strangely comforting and reassuring. This
image highlights that rhythm.
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RobbinHood’s Arrows
This,again, is the machine that George Young
meticulously brought back to life in 1985. All
lace machines of this style were made in and
around Nottingham England up to the early
nineteen sixties. The two arrows signify Robin
Hood whose fame grew throughout Sherwood
Forrest, within Nottingham.

Back Platform Leavers Machine
This machine was fully restored back to its
original glory by George Young in 1985. The
green paint was close to the original color.
Even with all the newspaper to catch the oil
and yarn scraps, it has a certain nobility, an
integrity of monumental purpose that not
even time can affect.
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Face Of Work Jardine
Starting of a new lace pattern. Notice the beams
on the bottom, behind the threads. This lace
patterns has an intricate gossamer quality that is
what one expects from the Leavers Lace facility.

Beaming Mills
This is very old Boston motor used to run the
beaming machine. Beams are long rods with
lace rolled on them at intervals. The lace is
rolled in a back and forth motion. The heart
shaped gear causes the lace to spin back and
forth and maintain untangled precision.
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Face Of Work
This shows the complexity of some of
the patterns and their sophisticated beauty,
contrasted with the ponderous stark metal
of the machines.

Identification Labels
As do most things at Leavers Lace, this area
serves multiple functions. It is first a back
room phone stand as well as storage for the
identification labels. York Roberts gave me this
description, however I’m not sure it is sufficiently explained. I don’t think there’s a place that
exemplifies Yankee ingenuity more than here
because we not only see what it is but what it
may have been over the years.
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Gear Drive
This is the side view of the “ Robin Hood’s
Arrow” machine that George Young so patiently
returned to it’s former glory. Although it’s
now worn from thirty plus years, it is still a
majestic lace machine.

Beaming Mill Creel
The creel is where spools of thread are
readied to feed yarn onto beams. The fragments
of color, seen here, are what caused me to
rethink this project and turn from a black and
white approach to color.
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Bobbin Threading Machine
This production area is newer than the main
building, it was added later to accommodate
the growing work load. This machine is an
automated version used for loading brass
bobbins into the carriages. Most often it is done
by hand because the machine can damage the
carriages whereas human hands are gentler.
Although this may not be the neatest work
environment no one seems to notice as long as
there are no detours to slow the work flow.

George Young In His WorkshopAs previously stated, George is no longer with us
but he had an effect on everything he touched.
This shows a side of George that was pensive and
deep in thought. I always felt George was a deliberate person, precise and thoughtful. He and his
kind, men who keep the remnants of the American Industrial Revolution alive, are unique, and
we owe them our respect and a debt of gratitude.
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where from here?
I came across this as I was leaving on my last

this trend will continue for many years. This

day photographing. The question of how best

business has been through many upheavals,

to end the project had been on my mind for

economic downturns, wars, technological

months, but I had no ending. I knew that there

advances, material shifts, and fashion trends.

are no interns, no journeyman or apprentices

Somehow, it still remains a viable business

and the future was not bright. Since then howev-

almost 230 years after Samuel Slater signed his

er the industry has picked up. Leavers Lace had

first contract to replicate what the British had

approximately twelve employees when I started

started mechanizing and 205 years after the

this project and has had as many as 32 since

first prototypes of what evolved into the Leavers

then. The fashion industry is unpredictable, but

machine was invented in England.

These specialized Singer sewing machines are rare and highly sought after.
The long neck allows free movement
of fabric for a more productive work
flow. Parts no longer exist so the Yankee
ingenuity, prevalent here, once again
becomes a necessary way of life.

for now high quality lace is sought after. I hope
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My original expectation of leavers Lace was that
it would be my romanticized version, located in
an old mill building. This post WW2 cinder block
structure was built in 1958, with many alterations
and additions to the square footage through the
years. The original owner was Mishnock Lace
Company named after the nearby lake, it was purchased in 1984 by Klauber Brothers and renamed
the Leavers Lace Corporation. Klauber Brothers
was founded in 1859, in Munich Germany by
Rosa Klauber. Their first laces were hand made,
however the firm steadily grew to become a
leading producer of fine machine made Leavers
Laces, as well as becoming a manufacturer of
fine lingerie. The company was confiscated by the
Nazis and was rebuilt in America. The U.S. firm is
still family owned and the 5th and 6th generations of Klaubers are very active. The experiences,
challenges, archives and values of the past are still
very much a part of their success.
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steve mason
Steve Mason is an award winning Rhode Island

Steve attended an art gallery that was empha-

based commercial and fine art photographer.

sizing textiles. A small monitor showing a lace

Steve specializes in manufacturing, technolo-

machine in operation triggered a five year explo-

gy, pharmaceutical, construction and business

ration of the Leavers Lace factory, it’s people and

to business imagery. His work can be viewed

their connection to the machines. All inquiries

on his website, SteveMasonPhotographer.

can be sent through Steve’s website.

com and often in New England galleries. This

SteveMasonPhotographer.com

project was the result of a happy accident when
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